Abstract-Cloud has been an revolution in the IT-Services computing. cloud frames availability of large amount of data resources for its users which signifies the fact that an additional data modeling structure has to designed for faster and efficient search and provide the right content to the analyst. Time consuming and non rapid searches cannot withstand the given scenario, which prompted many researches to work in these area, in these paper we present an case study based on MapReduce and yarn over Hadoop or HDFS and show case an Trusted and Efficient data Searching Mechanism using MapReduce over Cloud Environment.
Introduction
Cloud computing [1] is entering our lives and changing the way people consume information dramatically. Clouds transform IT infrastructures with an emphasis on making them flexible, affordable, and capable of serving millions of users, satisfying their computing or storage demands. The design of early cloud computing systems has evolved from, and was dominated by, the concepts of cluster and grid computing. Currently, as the concepts of the cloud become advanced and mature, cloud networking and communication processes begin playing a central role. Cloud Networking has emerged as a promising direction for cost-efficient and reliable service delivery across data communication networks. The dynamic location of service facilities and the virtualization of hardware and software elements are stressing the communication network and protocols, especially when datacenters are interconnected through the Internet.
The optimisation of cloud networking can significantly increase system performance, reducing energy consumption and save costs not only inside individual data centers, but also globally, on the Internet scale. Developing novel network architectures would facilitate adoption of modular container-based data centres. Advancements in internet working become key enabler for building hybrid clouds and federations of clouds. Service provisioning over heterogeneous connections and wireless links can enhance computational capacity and enrich application experience of mobile users. Efficient resource management and scheduling in data centres and cloud infrastructures is open research challenge that has to be addressed and novel architectures, telecommunication technologies, and protocols must be developed to ensure efficiency of future cloud computing systems. Apache Hadoop with MapReduce is the workhorse of distributed data processing [2] . With its unique scale-out physical cluster architecture and its elegant processing framework initially developed by Google, Hadoop has fostered explosive growth in the new field of big data processing. Hadoop has also developed a rich and diverse ecosystem of applications, including Apache Pig [4] , which is a powerful scripting language, and Apache Hive [3] , which is a data warehouse solution with a SQL-like interface.
Unfortunately, this ecosystem is built on a programming paradigm that cannot solve all problems in big data. MapReduce provides a specific programming model that, although simplified with tools like Pig and Hive, is not a big data panacea. Let's begin our introduction to MapReduce 2.0 (MRv2) -or Yet Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) -with a quick review of the pre-YARN Hadoop architecture.
The concept of MapReduce [7] is very simple to understand for those who are familiar with clustering and data processing techniques. It is a programming model that is associated with the implementation of processing and generating large data sets.
MapReduce [2] function on data sets of key & value pair is the programming paradigm of large distributed operation [1] . The data flow architecture of MapReduce shows the techniques for analyses and produce the indexes [10] and is shown in figure1. The framework of Hadoop MapReduce is a master -slave architecture, which has a single master server called job tracker and several slave servers called task trackers, which run one per node in the cluster [3] MapReduce operation on data sets of key and value pair in the programming paradigm of large distributed operation [1] .
In this paper, we have presented novel architecture and design with dynamic scaling scenario to investigate the performance of Hadoop in high speed retrieval of data in the cloud environment by replacing the map phase of the MapReduce paradigm with a web server (jetty). These servers (jetty) is a pure Java based server consists of Java servlets. We also implement a searchable mechanism in HDFS using indexing in both Name Node and Data Node.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Module II & III highlights the related works and preliminaries. Module IV narrates the proposed methodology technology. Module V narrates the implementation details followed by the results and analysis in module VI. Finally work done and future scope is concluded in module VII.
Related Work
In [9] In 2008 information retrieval framework consists of network nodes, which was shared and peer was maintained in B+ tree containing IP hash values [3] . In January 2008 Hadoop made apache as a top level project center.
In July 2009 new Hadoop subproject was found where Hadoop core was renamed as Hadoop Common. In this subproject Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) and MapReduce get separated for doing separate work. HDFS is designed to store very large data sets [7] . In 2010 web application based process is used to handle high throughput traffic [6] .
Facebook in 2010 has declared that they have the largest Hadoop cluster in the world with 21 PetaByte of storage, and it's grown up to 30PetaByte in 2011 July.
In 2011 May MapRreduce have reported the availability of an alternate file system for Hadoop, that will replace the file system of HDFS with a full random access to read and write file system [5] .
Preliminaries

Hadoop Architecture
Hadoop is an open source cloud computing environment which supports the large data sets in a distributed computing environment, primarily in data warehouse systems and plays an important role in support of big data analytics to understand the user behavior and their needs in web services. It stores application data and file system separately [11] .
Hadoop Distributed File System is highly fault-tolerant, which provides high throughput access to the application data and is a perfect application that has large data sets. It has the Master and Slave architecture. The cluster of Hadoop Distributed File System consists of DataNode and NameNode [11] shown in Figure 2 .
NameNode which is a central server, also called as a Master server, is responsible for managing the file system namespace and client access to files and DataNode in the cluster node are responsible for files storage.
Google introduced MapReduce to hold up large distributed computing, on large clusters of computers to implement huge amounts of data set. MapReduce is a structure that processed parallel problems of big data set using a large number of computers that is collectively referred to as a cluster or a grid. 
Proposed Methodology
The data in Hadoop Distributed File System is scattered which makes searching and data retrieval is one of the most challenging tasks in HDFS. So to overcome this challenge the proposed system provides a searchable mechanism in HDFS. The MapReduce mechanism of Hadoop is considered as the web server in the map phase. This web server is implemented by Application Server Tomact and is considered as the web interface. Web applications are generated in the HDFS and the web server is started in the Hadoop url/file/key, the key is passed to the NameNode. 2) The web server which is running in the NameNode is divided into the master server and a slave server. The master server will have multilevel index and slave will have data and key index. a) The master server will do the entire indexing task and slave server will do the entire retrieval task. b) The master server will take the key from the client and give to slave server. c) These slave servers will check for the key inthe index of NameNode d) On finding, the key will be sent to the Master server and the Master server will pass the received key to the DataNode.
3) In the DataNode the web server is again divided in
Master and slave server which do the indexing and retrieval task of data. a) Master server takes the key from the NameNode and passes the key to the slave server. b) Slave server takes the key and goes to the header where key of different ranges [a-m, n-z and 1-9] have been stored. c) The slave server with key directly goes to the record where ranges have been stored. d) After getting the key and its value it sends the key & value pair to Master server e) The Master server in turn passes the key & value pair to the NameNode. f) Finally NameNode's Master passes the value to the requesting client.
Web server in the NameNode
The web server in the NameNode is divided into Master and Slave server. The Master server contains a multi -level index and slaves have data and key index. When the data request is made, the web server will pass the key on to the multi-level index. Indexing all the process is done by Master server and all retrieval process are done by slave servers.
Application Web server in the DataNode
The web server in the DataNode is also divided into Master and Slave server and the DataNode contains all the records and B+ tree as a header in web server.
Read
B+ tree is implemented in the header of the DataNode, which finds the address of the data stored in the record by using the key from the web server (figure 5).
Write
After writing data in the DataNode the header length is updated ( figure 4) . The load balancer is implemented in between clients and servers to balance the work load of the web server 
Implementation
With the new power that YARN provides and the capabilities to build custom application frameworks on top of Hadoop, you also get new complexity. 
Proof of Concept
We considered Data base of Hospital and created an unending data considering of patient information. Apply the concept of searching key value over the large patient data and extracting the required information using the MapReduce with Yarn in Hadoop Environment has yielded less time.
Conclusion and Future Scope
In this paper, an architecture and design with dynamic scaling scenario to investigate the performance of Hadoop in high speed retrieval of data in a cloud environment is presented. Although Hadoop continues to grow in the big data market, it has begun an evolution to address yet-to-bedefined large-scale data workloads. YARN is still under active development and may not be suitable for production environments, but YARN provides significant advantages over traditional MapReduce. It permits the development of new distributed applications beyond MapReduce, allowing them to coexist simultaneously with one another in the same cluster. YARN builds upon existing elements of current Hadoop clusters but also refines elements such as the JobTracker to increase scalability and enhance the ability to share clusters by many differing applications. YARN, with its new capabilities and new complexity, will soon be coming to a Hadoop cluster near you.
